Perey et al. (1) at ORNL recently reported the fine resolution measurement for angular distributions of neutrons scattered from iron. They observed strong variation of angular distributions against energy even for 28 keV s-wave resonance of 56 Fe. Although the detailed experimental data are not reported yet, this anisotropy of scattering will affect the transport and slowing down properties of neutrons in iron and might cause a significant effect on the calculation of fast reactor neutronics and reactor shielding. In the present note we give some typical results of calculation of angular distributions for "Fe based on Blatt-Biedenharn formula (2) , and intend to give an account of characteristic features of the problem.
In case of an isolated s-wave neutron resonance for even-even nucleus, the Blatt-Biedenharn formula for neutron scattering cross section reduces to the following exnression :
Here, putting distributions in the vicinity of these resonances.
From these calculations we observe the following features of angular distributions.
(1) The angular distribution is strongly forward for the neutron energy just below the cross section minimum, xmin = -cot do, and is strongly backward for the energy just above it. This rapid change of distribution within small energy interval Dx=1 is, as is seen from B1/B0 curve, due to the interference between s-wave resonance and the pwave hard sphere scattering.
The anisotropy of scattering in the energy region further below the cross section minimum is caused simply because of the relative smallness of s-wave scattering.
Therefore, the angular distribution recovers rather slowly to its asymptotic distribution as the neutron energy decreases.
(2 We thank to the members of JNDC for their interest in the problem and discutssions. 
